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Creating scalar energy is very important because there are a lot of devices out there that claim that
they create scalar energy but In order to create scalar energy you need to have electricity or
something that is an amplifier that actually causes two magnetic waves to come together,
electromagnetic - come together and what happens is when Electric and magnetic come together is an
amazing process an effect. It causes a field or a vacuum if you will and that vacuum or that field is
what's known as zero point energy field or scalar field. This space that scalar energy occupies is not
empty, it is not a vacuum it is alive with information and energy.
Now let's talk about benefits of scalar energy. First of all when you're exposed to scalar energy it
eliminates the effects of man made frequencies such as electrosmog, EMF and Geopathic Stress which
is the natural radiation coming from the earth that is caused by underground rock streams, fishers, etc.
Scalar energy increases the energy level of every single cell in the body. It protects your DNA from
damage. It increases energy levels in every single hydrogen atom in the body which holds your DNA as
verified by a spectrograph. Scalar Energy improves cell wall permeability thus facilitating the intake of
nutrients and the detoxifying the elimination of waste in every cell of the body. It cleanses the blood.
It improves chylomicron (protein/fat particles floating in the blood) and triglyceride profiles and
improvers fibrin patterns. It improves the immune system by as much as 149% as proven in laboratory
studies in Germany. It improves mental focus and balances the right and left hemispheres of the brain
as demonstrated through certain EEG analysis. It also functions as a natural anti depressant since it
inhibits uptake of noradrenaline by PC12 nerve cell . So when you're in a scalar field it relaxes you
naturally.
In the Max Planck Institute in Germany there is a scientist by the name of Dr. Puharich who conducted
a study wherein E. coli microorganisms were exposed to 8.00 Hz of scalar fields that increased the
activity of the RAD-6 gene which codes for proteins involved in DNA repair. Lab tests have shown that
when red and white blood cells are exposed to scalar fields that scalar energy literally un-glues these
cells, while circulation is vastly improving in lymphatic and cardio systems. Every systems starts to
flow smoothly.
Think of scalar as a field not a wave. The most important thing is that it is a field in a field that we
actually occupy. Some examples of scalar are sound, plasm waves, photons and neutrino radiation are
very faster than light particles ejected from black hole or our sun. Examples of electromagnetic that
aren't scalar are light, UV radiation. Did you ever come across any device that say they're scalar energy
and they're light based, it's impossible because light is electromagnetic. So Tesla/scalar waves and
electro magnetic/hertzian waves.
So let's bring this back to what we're talking about here. How can we affect the DNA? There are certain
Russian scientists by the name of Grazyna Fosar and Franz Bludorf that have proven that the human
DNA is like a biological internet and guess what? Can be influenced and reprogrammed by sound
frequency and I'm talking about not having to effect the genes in the primitive way where they were
cutting and splitting and splicing genes. We're talking about using sound to reprogram the DNA. Russian
Biophysicist and molecular biologist Dr.Pjotr Garjajev and Dr. Vladimir Poponin have been carrying out
pioneering research into the vibrational state of DNA. They have proven what other scientists are
calling junk DNA is not junk DNA. They did not accept that 90% of our DNA is 'junk DNA'.

Nature abhors a vacuum, there's no such thing as empty space. Our DNA, although scientists have said
it's a double helix, in actuality there is a third, an invisible helix that occupies space that scientist
know is the MAJOR GROOVE. This is located between both strands. Scientists know this as a magnetic
field, this major groove exists. Major groove is not empty and it actually contains information for
genetic coding. Now Russian scientists have proven that in this major groove things occur that are
unexplainable. For example this magnetized area could perhaps cause a white hole black hole effect
like what Einstein called the Einstein-Rosen bridge. An actual infinitesimal wormhole or black hole
within that major groove of our DNA.
How does that apply to healing? We can actually steer disease and distortions out of the body once we
start to effect that major groove. If we give it proper information scalar energy - information and
energy to that major groove - certain things start to happen to that DNA. This is how reprogramming
the DNA through sound and words, sound frequencies etc is actually doable. Disease can be controlled
by sound.
I know it sounds crazy but mathematics reveals that the major groove nestled between the double
helix spiral has what we call a mathematical pattern and that mathematical pattern was known by
Tesla and he said, "If you only knew the magnificence of the 3,6,9 the you would have the key to the
Universe." No one understood what he meant until all this research from Russia was coming out about
the junk DNA and the ability to reprogram DNA through sound. This 3,6,9 has everything to do with the
morphogenetic field. The 3,6,9 are the magnetic groove within those double helix.
DNA communicates not through electromagnetic waves, it communicates through scalar energy.
Cellular communication occurs according to Prof. Konstantin Meyl the preeminent prof and experts on
scalar that genetic info travels by scalar energy. He confirms, "The coding regions in the DNA strand,
the genes, make up only a fraction of the total amount of DNA> The stretches that flank the coding
regions are called introns and consist of non-coding DNA. Introns were looked upon as junk in the early
days." In the presence of scalar waves, DNA cells tend to resonate with each other as they attract
information and energy from other cells and their environment. If both transmitter and receiver cell
are in bio-resonance, then both information and energy are in homeostasis.

